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iPhone Case With Front Pockets and A Zippered Side Pocket
My iPhone 12 Pro measures 6 ” x 3”.
Because I want to carry my credit cards, health card, driving license, etc. as well as some cough candies,
with me, I make my case a bit wider than my phone so there's some ease to allow all this stu to t.
I cut the fabric for the case 1 ½” longer and 2”
wider: 7 ½” x 5”
Measure your phone, then add 1 ½- 2“ to both
length and width. (You will trim any excess fabric
as you construct the case)

Supplies:
For a 7 ½” x 5” bag you need:
• one piece of quilting cotton, linen, or leather
(decorated in some way or not) cut to 17” x 5”
(longer than you need but that will allow for
seam allowances when adding front pocket
zippers; you'll trim to size a er you've added
(Batting already fused to back of fabric - two pieces
the front zippers)
cut from one end; zipper tape and pulls)
• a second piece of contrasting fabric for the
lining cut to 15” x 5”
• another piece of lining fabric cut 7 ½” x 9 ½”
• two more pieces of lining for the two front
pockets 9" x 5"
• one piece of fusible batting cut to 17” x 5”
(this is optional - depends on whether you
embroidered the outside fabric in which case
you have stabilizer behind the outside fabric
and may not want batting as well; I don't use
batting when I make my bag out of leather or
upholstery fabric)
4 Lining Fabric Pieces: 15" x 5"; 7 ½" x 9 ½";
• one side of a length of zipper tape cut to 16” two 9" x 5"
if you can’t get zipper tape, then split a 16”
zipper and use one side of it
• two 6" cuts of zipper tape or two 6" zippers
(unfortunately the second half of a 16" commercial zipper
isn't long enough to make two shorter zippers and you don't
likely have two spare zipper slides)
• three zipper pulls
• one length of parachute cord cut to 28” - you might need 31”
depending on your height and weight
• ½" narrow velcro tape (hooks and loops)
Velcro / Parachute Cord /
• one last piece of fabric 4" x 2" (for tab)
Fabric Tab Finished
• one 2-hole button
I purchase zipper tape and slides from The Zipper Lady (https://www.thezipperlady.com/3-CoilPILLOW-CRAFT-YARDAGE_c_6.html)
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Zipper foot
Universal sewing foot
¼" Quilting foot (with right guide if possible)
Polyester thread
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Construction:
Create a crazy quilt panel large enough to cut a 17” x 5” strip - or cut a strip of quilting fabric linen,
upholstery fabric, leather, etc. 17” x 5”
Add fusible batting to back of fabric (not needed for leather or upholstery fabric)
Cut 2" from one end of fused fabric (giving you a piece 2" x 5"); cut a second piece 1 ½" from the same end
(giving you another piece 1 ½" x 5") - these are the piece to which you'll add the front zippers

Front Pockets:
Attach the two short zippers to one end of
the fabric using the two short pieces to
separate the zippers (my zippers are twocoloured)
Press fabric away from zipper and edge stitch
each side
Notice the zippers are longer than the fabric
is wide - this makes attaching them easier
since the slides are out of your way (if you're
using commercial zippers cut o the metal
end stop )
This layout for the zippers is right handed!
If you're a le handed person, the zipper
openings should be at the bottom in this
layout!

Zippers Attached To One End - The right side piece is 2"

Next add pocket lining
Add the lining to the bottom tape of the bottom pocket (lining fabric is to the
right - sewn to the seam allowance; press open against the back of the zipper
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Take a credit card, fold the fabric up over the card
to nd where you want to stitch the top end -
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Trim and attached to the upper side of the lower zipper

Press nished pocket toward the long piece of fabric

Bottom Pocket Finished
Repeat for the second pocket
Attach one end of the pocket lining fabric to the lower tape
of the upper zipper; measure the depth using a credit card;
attach the upper end to the top tape of the top zipper

Second Pocket Attached
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Second Front Pocket Finished
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Trim zippers - make sure you have moved the slides
to the middle of the width! You don't want to cut
them o !

Side Pocket:
Lay zipper tape along one edge, teeth down and away
from the edge. (This layout is right handed - for a le
handed case - zipper should be at the bottom with the
front pocket zippers opening toward the bottom!)

Pin zippers closed before
stitching zipper tape along the
side

Stitch along the length of the zipper - be sure to use
your zipper foot so the zipper tape is stitched at
Place lining fabric, wrong side up, on top of zipper
Still using the zipper foot stitch the lining - you may
need to stretch it slightly as you stitch to keep the
fabric from puckering

Open out lining and press
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Zipper attached / Lining pressed away from
zipper
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Fold lining back and press - leaving zipper along one
edge

Fold bag in half lengthwise, outside fabric facing you
Thread the zipper pull onto the ends of the zipper tape and
close the zipper
(TheZipperLady shows you how to do this in a YouTube video:
https://youtu.be/BZ8srHfJ-aM. It takes a bit of practice but
once you know how to do it, it’s easy)

Add velcro loops piece to zipper side at the top edge

Pin tab with velcro hooks
attached to the back.

NOTE: Pin both sides of pocket lining behind the front before
sewing tab on the back
Trim tab
Pocket Lining Behind Front Pockets;
Tab trimmed
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Stitch top edge of lining to bag front, pin the ends of the parachute
cord to top of the bag at each side;
Baste cord end over one side of the zipper tape, and the other end
⅜” from outer edge, keeping remaining cord out of the way

Now it’s time to add the second lining for the phone pocket

Place the 7 ½ ” x 9” lining fabric piece right sides together
with the outer fabric at the edge closest to the zippers the top edge
Stitch ¼” from the top edge to which you’ve basted the
cord.
Backstitch across the cord (and the zipper) to secure the
end of the zipper and the cord

Press open, and edge on the lining side to secure the
top seam
Open side zipper half way (this will help later with
turning the case right side out)
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Fold up the bottom edge of the lining ¼” and
press
Fold lining and outer fabric right sides
together in half lengthwise
Stitch ¼” from edge along both lining and
outer fabric starting at the lining end
Be careful to tuck the cord out of the way so it
doesn’t get caught in the seam
Turn bag/case right side out
Edge stitch the folded open edge of the lining to close the
bottom

Push lining inside the bag
Press
Attach button to tab (it's a decorative feature not functional)
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Your iPhone Case is nished!
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